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Abstract 
The article studies the important issues of Modern Linguistics in lexicographical aspect, particularly the problems of 
systematization and unification of technical terminology in Modern German.Internet technologies in all fields of 
science and technology, the updated results in microelectronics and micro process technology, developments in 
nanotechnology enhance the penetration of great quantity of foreign words (English, German, French, Italian, 
Spanish etc.) as terms into Russian and this fact caused the problems of correct translation and interpretation of 
scientific and technical terms. The importance of this investigation is in working out the interdisciplinary bank of data 
on the electronic careers with the set of entries into the Dictionary. As a result, the variant of automation Dictionary 
(question-answering system) is worked out and it contains the standard symbols and terms and functions in the 
dialogue mode. These types of systems are the necessary part of standardization in the field of international 
agreement, and this issue is of great importance in accordance with the fact of ratification the Customs Union among 
the following countries: Kazakhstan, Russia, and Belorus. 
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Introduction 
 
Nowadays the crucial issues concerning standardization, unification, normalization and terminology 
inventory, compiling terminological dictionaries, which could satisfy completely, the needs of  experts 
working in various areas of science and technology -  are important for the field of knowledge studies.  
Clarification, definition, revision of the meanings of terms and ascertainment of their cognitive 
meanings are the most actual topics, which determines the progress scientific study. The question of the 
terminological dictionaries is necessary means for scientific and technical translation. Actually 
,translational practice shows that without a special terminological dictionary for scientific and technical 
literature - the documentation is impossible. According to J.N. Marchuk, -  essity of publishing is 
essential and justified from  quantitative rise;  in Terminology outruns the rise in special dictionary issues. 
For instance, in the beginning of 20 centuries all scientific and technical terminology in German were 
about 3,5 million terms.  Nowadays, there are more than 4 million of terms in terminology system of 
Electrotechnics of  
Accordingly, making up  theoretical Lexicography, the peak of theoretical Lexicography in Western 
Europe was at the end of 80s and in the beginning of 90s of 20th century. At that period, alongside with 
the publication of different specialized dictionaries, there were well-known lexicographical associations, 
societies, seminars as: INTERLEX  International Lexicography Course (Great Britain  University of 
Exeter); DRC - Dictionary Resear o published 
newsletters about international lexicographical studies on a regular basis; Dictionary Society of North 
America  an organizer of annual seminars and symposiums of American lexicographers, an editor of  
Lexicographical journal. 
Historical investigation of terminology under our study shows that considerable efforts were made to 
order terminology of electro techniques at the end of 19th century, when thousands of new terms and 
concepts appeared[1886;26].  
The German standardized terms of electrotechniques, that have come to Russian, were given in State 
Standard (GOST) certification systems of  the USSR in the following way: State Standard (GOST) 21415-
75. Condensers of thermal capacity.Terms and definitions; GOST 23150-78. Switching of channels and 
switching of messages. Terms and definitions; GOST 13699-80.Record and information 
reproduction.Terms and definitions. Equivalents of terms were given at least in four languages, as shown 
in the table mentioned below: 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                 Table 1 
German Russian English French 
    
Basis Baza          Base region  
Ortliches  Telefonsystem 
 
Mestnaya telefonnaya sistema 
 
Local telephone system 
  
 Impulsnyikoeffitsient Impulse coefficient  
W   Thermal Endurence thermique 
Ableitungsstrom Tokutechki Leakage current Courant de fuite 
Feldeffekttransistor Polevoitranzistor Field effect transistor  
 
In a process of unification of German Terminology, in Russian the international scientific and technical 
organizations, the International Union of Telecommunication, the International electrotechnical 
commission, the International organization of standardization play a significant role. Thus, 160 countries 
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of the world  members of the International union of Telecommunication has accepted the Regulations of 
a radio communication,the basic document, which regulates the use of telecommunication and is 
obligatory for all members. The first chapter of the mentioned document is devoted to Terminology of 
international cooperation. In total,  more than 180 terms are defined, for example: 
    - 
astronomy) - Terrestrial Radiocommunication. Any radiocommunication or radio astronomy; 
    - sudovoiavariynyiperedatchik (ship transmitter, used on the frequency of calamity,  connected with 
disaster or safety) - is to be used exclusively on a 
distress frequency for distress, urgency or safety purposes. 
In the light of the above-listed problems, it seems necessary to us the development of  electrotechnical 
terminological databank on electronic carriers with a set of remote inputs in a dictionary, and also the 
design of  automated dictionaries and  systems which work in a dialogue mode. Preparation of this sort of 
systems, containing standardized symbols and terms, is an important and necessary phase of 
standardization in branches and achievements of the international coordination  as a consequence will lead 
to the increase of a technological level and quality to come out a product. The given position, in our 
opinion, is represented in the light of the ratified customs union between three leading states CIS - 
Kazakhstan, Russia and Belarus. 
Within the limits of the given work we have taken the first stage of compiling  the similar dictionary, 
namely the branch dictionary of electrotechnical terms and reductions which have not found reflection in 
existing technical and polytechnic German-Russian dictionaries. The electronic variant of the dictionary 
in a mode of electronic access was actively used by us in our teaching practice of German language to 
students of Electrotechnic, Aerospace, Radio Engineering, Polygraphic and Machine-building divisions of 
OmGTU (Omsk State Technical University). The terminological thesaurus is in a mode of constant 
replenishment because there is a constant interaction between Terminology and Non-Terminology. 
At building up a term system of any sublanguage  is necessary to distinguish the sphere of terms fixing 
and terms functioning [1974; 38-39]. To sphere of Terminology fixing O.Vjuster refers special 
dictionaries, terminological state standard specifications, collections of recommended terms, etc., i.e. such 
conditions where terms exist separately. He refers the scientific speech, the special scientific literature, 
broad sense of this word, to the sphere of terms functioning [1974; 7-10]. 
 In our case, for construction of term system  is necessary to have pre-terms, i.e. units at level of 
functioning of terms, to unite to essential signs, and thereby, to generate term system  as sphere of fixing 
of terms. After J.N.Marchuk we believe that material selection for  the educational dictionary should take 
into account three criteria: quantitative (rate), semantic (theme) and the specific connected with a type of 
dictionary, as the priority task of terminological dictionaries is maintenance of scientific communications 
process by means of streamlining words - terms. In translational practice the convenient organization of 
the dictionary information is important. It is necessary to notice that two aspects act on the foreground: 
classification of semantic values and word combination typology [1992; 5]. 
 One of the wide complex problems of terms selection for a word list of terminological 
dictionaries demands the solution of some separate issues, in particular such as - 
     1) the border problem of a term and non-term; 
     2) the problem reflection of polysemy, homonym and synonyms of terms; 
     3) the problem of reflection of terminological phraseology; 
     4) the border problem between terms of the given branch of knowledge and the terms of general 
scientific and general technical terms. 
    The statement of problem of border of the term and non-term has an establishment of limits of the 
lexicon for an object which is the subject of inclusion to terminological dictionaries. Proceeding from the 
definition of the term accepted by us offered by A.S.Gerd, the term is a word or the word combination of 
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any concrete language having professional value, the word combination of any concrete language having 
professional value, existed earlier or created again, expresses both forming precisely the complete 
professional concept [2000; 194-203]. The major sign of the term is considered to be its occurrence in a 
system of concepts of the given branch of science and techniques. We define terminology of 
Electrotechnics as a term system which, not only reflects a condition and development of terminology of 
the given area of knowledge at present but also recreates its history. In spite of the fact that there were 
paid a lot of attention to the selection of terms in many works, some linguists including S.V.Grinev, 
noticed that each author solves this problem in his own way according to tasks set before [1991; 26]. 
Experts name the first stage of work with any term system as descriptive. These are stages of the 
description of the terms selected for studying and establishment of their value. The following stage of 
work  prescriptive, where recommendations about the use of terms are given [1991;24]. As the terms of 
Electrotechnics  were not exposed earlier to complex research, and streamlining this fact represents the 
major problem. 
During the analysis of home dictionaries we have revealed five dictionaries, based on the material of 
Russian and Kazakh or only Kazakh languages, indirectly containing interbank terms on power, the 
Physics, Chemistry, Electric Engineering, Metrology, Standardization and Patent science: 
    - The Russian-Kazakh dictionary of terms of power branch [2006;400]; 
    - The Russian-Kazakh explanatory dictionary of terms of Electric Engineering and Electronics 
[2006;288]; 
    - The Russian-Kazakh dictionary of terms of Physics [2005;168]; 
    - The Kazakh explanatory dictionary of terms of Chemistry [2006;181]; 
    - The Russian-Kazakh dictionary on Metrology, Standardization and Patent Science [2007;336]. The 
researches of German-Russian terms in Electrotechnics were not revealed that Electrotechnical 
Terminology is not the subject of detailed studying up  nowadays.  
Also we find out 1 (one) dictionary of abbreviations of German , 1958, republished in 1964, contains 7  
in Electrotechnics [1958;512].  
In our opinion, the terms that entered into the example are the most important terms of sublanguage of 
electrical engineering. The general scientific lexical units found in any scientific work, i.e. lexicon, which 
unites the terms functioning in several areas of science and technics at once, expresses concepts of a wide 
profile that have entered into our example only as a component of terminological combinations. 
As it appears from the mentioned examples, given general technical terms draw up the core 
terminological combinations, which become a part of a concrete sublanguage, in our case - a part of the 
Electrical Engineering. Therefore, they receive new terminological meaning.  
U.Kuain [1979; 194-198] acted the considerable part in working out logic synonymy. He considers that 
synonymy is based more on verbal equality, than on a true state of affairs. In one cases the grammar is an 
argument basis, in the others  the grammar ruthlessly deformed by it. 
Zh.Maruzo [1960; 100-382] in the Dictionary of linguistic terms describes semantic doublets, for 
instance, Latin Surely, 
synonyms are different words, doublets are affixed variants of words. According to the opinion of the 
linguists, synonyms are different words, doublets - variants of the same word, therefore one of the major 
problems of ordering of any terminology is the selection of synonyms and doublets . 
In our work we have carried out the analysis of synonyms of the given sublanguage from the point of 
view: 
1) to their belonging to intrabranch or interbranch terms; 
2) to quantities of terms in a synonymic number; 
3) to structures of the terms in the given synonymic numbers; 
4) to revealings of the reasons promoting occurrence of synonymic numbers; 
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5) to presence of absolute and relative synonyms, doublets. 
During the conducted research it was revealed that the phenomenon of synonymy is a characteristics 
for our sample of terms of electrical engineering. The analysis of examples from the German-Russian 
terms of Electrical Engineering -  2302 units showed that 1151 terms have synonyms in the given 
sublanguage, i.e.  31 % of terms form synonymic numbers. 650 synonymic numbers were revealed that 
allow to estimate extremely a wide prevalence of the phenomenon of synonymy within the limits of the 
given Terminology. 
To the reasons promoting distribution of the given phenomenon is possible to relate to linguistic and  
extralinguistic factors. The linguistic factors are  aspiration of language to reflect an objective reality more 
complete; to express separate signs of concepts on which the attention is focused by language means 
[2000; 201-211].  
In the light of the above-stated, the edition of the subject-oriented special dictionaries covering terms 
with a complete description and interpretation of meanings, inherent to the given, concrete field of 
knowledge is more than important. 
In our opinion, in this article we have  given the most important results of the conducted research. It is 
necessary to mention that the received results specify and supplement the basic theoretical positions of 
research in the area of science of Terminology and a terminological Lexicography. The classification and 
arrangement of the German-Russian Terminology of Electric Engineering provided possibility of 
preparation of the German-Russian dictionary of Electrical Engineering and the German-Russian 
dictionary of Abbreviations for teaching practice of  Course of Translation in a sphere of professional 
communications, and also in non Linguistic high schools, at special divisions  as Electric Engineering, 
which measures techniques and devices, Metrology and Standardization,  Radio Engineering and 
communication. Besides, the example of the made terms in the form of the dictionary, can be successfully 
n the sphere of 
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